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2 See Through Shirts [Nylon Pantyhose Fabric]
$39.95 USD
Shipping calculated at checkout.
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2 See Through Shirts [Nylon Pantyhose Fabric]

2 sheer  shirts with long sleeves, polyamide (nylon) in microfiber quality, made of nylon pantyhose

fabric.

one size fits most: XS - small - medium - large, Plus Size

color: black, skin, colour, white,, dark brown

Properties of Sheer Shirts

40 den pantyhose fabric

100 % nylon (polyamide)

soft microfiber

black / black black/black black/skin skin/skin white/white

white/black white/skin dark brown/darkbrown dark brown/white

dark brown/black dark brown/skin

one size Plus Size

1

Add to cart

Buy it now

10 % Discount Code :  10off  -  See Through Shirts -  Sheer Tops -  Basics -  Casual Style -  Hosier y 
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stretch

comfortable fit

light fabric

second skin

perfect for yoga, ballet, gymnastics, fitness, workout, pilates ...

 Download product information pdf-file: 2 See Through T Shirts [Nylon Pantyhose Fabric]

Combining a see-through shirt made of black nylon fabric

There are several options for combining a see-through shirt made of black nylon fabric with a 40

denier sheerness which has the same texture of pantyhose. Here are a few ideas:

1. Wear a black bralette or bandeau top underneath the shirt for a daring and edgy look. This

will show off your skin and create a sexy vibe.

2. Layer a solid black tank top or camisole under the shirt for a more modest look. This will still

show off the sheer quality of the shirt, but will provide more coverage.

3. Wear a contrasting colored bra or bralette under the shirt for a pop of color and added

interest. For example, a red or pink bra would look great under a black see-through shirt.

4. Pair the shirt with a high-waisted skirt or pants to balance out the sheerness of the top. This

will create a more polished and sophisticated look.

5. Layer a blazer or cardigan over the shirt for a more conservative and professional look. This

will tone down the sheerness of the shirt and add some structure to your outfit.

Ultimately, the key is to find a combination that makes you feel confident and comfortable.

Experiment with different options until you find the perfect look for you!

Subscribe to our newsletter - discounts
Be the first to know about new collections and exclusive offers.
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You may also like

See Through Pantyhose Shirt - Nylon

$24.95 USD
2 Plus Size See Through Longsleeve Shirts

$39.95 USD

See Through Shirt - Nylon Pantyhose Fabric

$29.95 USD $24.95 USD

Sale

2 Sheer Shirts

$39.95 USD
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See Through Shirt - [Second Skin]

$24.95 USD
See Through Shirt

$24.95 USD

Sheer Shirt

$24.95 USD
3 Transparent Sheer Shirts - Long sleeves - Nylon Fabric

$59.95 USD $49.95 USD

Sale
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See Through Nylon T Shirt - Transparent - Short Sleeves

$22.95 USD
Sheer Shirt [Nylon] - Pantyhose Fabric

$24.95 USD
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